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Level: Intermediate and above 
 
Topic:       Hollywood writers go on strike for higher pay 
 
Language:   Vocabulary of a news report 
          
Aims:     Reading skills      –  Understanding a short news report  
       Language skills      –  Vocabulary – TV vocabulary 
            Speaking skills                 –  Designing a TV schedule 

   
Materials:   Worksheet 1      –  Comprehension questions  
       Worksheet 2      – Vocabulary matching task  

Worksheet 3  –  Grammar/language focus – TV vocabulary 
 
                                                                                             

     News story       –  Available online at: 
 

http://www.bbclearningenglish.com/newsenglish/witn/2007/11/071107_hollywood_strike.shtml 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preparation: Before the lesson, make enough copies of worksheets 2 and 3 so that there 

is 1 worksheet for every 4 – 5 students. Cut up the vocabulary and 
explanations  to make a matching exercise. Students also need one copy 
each of worksheet 1. 

 If possible, bring in a newspaper or magazine that lists TV programmes in it 
to use in the fluency activity. 
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LESSON STAGES 
 
A  Stimulate student interest in text 
Ask students to call out the names of different types of TV programmes and write their 
suggestions on the board. (You can use this list later in the lesson, both for the skimming 
question and the vocabulary task.)  
 
For example: 
Programme type 
Comedy  
Sports 
News 
Drama 
 
Ask students what their favourite types of programmes are and why. 
  
 
B  Pre-teach essential vocabulary 
Elicit/present key vocabulary that students need either to understand the key points in the 
text or to understand and/or answer any questions that you'll set them later in the lesson. 
The vocabulary is from Words in the News (so you can elicit the vocabulary by using the 
explanations provided online or below).   
 
You could either pre-teach the vocabulary at this stage of the lesson or you could use the 
vocabulary building activity from further down in this lesson plan. Have students working 
together in small groups and ask them to try to match the vocabulary with the definitions.  
Encourage them to work with the other groups to pool their knowledge.  
 
When they have done as much as they can, if they have dictionaries, ask them to look up 
the words to check their answers and to find out the definitions of any words they are not 
sure of. If they don't have dictionaries, check their answers and give them help with any 
words they aren't sure of. 
 
Whichever method you use to elicit/present the vocabulary, you should then model it (say 
it clearly, highlighting the word stress) and get them to repeat the words after you. 
 
studio negotiators  
people who work for TV companies and who try to reach an agreement between the two 
sides in this dispute 
 
strike  
when workers refuse to go to their usual place of work because as a group (in a union) they 
have a disagreement with the management about pay or conditions  
 
picket lines  
a group of workers who protest outside a building to stop other workers from going inside, 
usually during a strike 
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the Writers' Guild  
the official workers' union for writers in the USA 
 
the first casualties  
the people or things (here, TV programmes) that will be badly affected first  
 
chat shows 
TV programmes where a host interviews celebrities (in the US, chat shows also usually 
begin with the host telling some up-to-date or topical jokes) 
 
drags on 
goes on for a long time and is inconvenient, boring or unpleasant 
 
repeats 
programmes that are broadcast more than once on TV  
 
to have a ripple effect  
have more than one obvious consequence. A ripple effect happens when one incident 
produces effects which spread and produce further effects, etc. 
 
hit hard 
very badly affected 
 
 
C  Written record of vocabulary 
Write the words on the board, eliciting spelling as you write. Elicit and show the word 
stress of each item and word class, if appropriate. 
 
Give students some time to copy the boardwork into their notebooks. 
 
Boardwork: 
 
studio negotiators  
 
strike  
 
picket lines  
 
the Writers' Guild  
 
the first casualties  
 
chat shows 
 
drags on 
 
repeats 
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to have a ripple effect  
 
hit hard 
 
 
D  Set a skimming question  
Tell the students they are going to read a text about a strike in Hollywood. Using the list 
that the class came up with at the beginning of the lesson, put this question on the board: 
 
How many of our programme types are mentioned in the text? 
  
For example: 
Programme type 
Comedy  
Sports 
News 
Drama 
 
Students read text the first time.  
 
Give them a time limit (1 - 2 minutes) to read the text quickly to find the answer to the 
question. They do not need to understand the details of the text to answer it. 
 
 
E  Check answers 
Based on this example list, two programme types are mentioned (drama and comedy in 
paragraph 3). Other programme types which are mentioned are chat shows, and reality TV 
(both also in paragraph 3). 
 
 
F  Set specific information questions 
Hand out worksheet 1 or use the online quiz. Students complete the worksheet to help 
them understand the text in more detail. Give them a time limit (5 - 6 minutes) to read the 
text a second time in more detail and to answer the questions.   
 
 
G  Check answers 
Elicit True or False answers. Direct attention to a particular paragraph if an answer is 
wrong to try to elicit the correct answer (see worksheet 1 and answer key). 
 
 
H  Vocabulary consolidation/building  
Students do the vocabulary matching exercise (worksheet 2 that you cut up before the 
lesson). In small groups they match the correct word with the right definition. 
 
 
I  Check answers  
Elicit answers. If an answer is wrong, ask other students to try to elicit the correct answer. 
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J  Vocabulary focus: Vocabulary – TV programmes 
 
Use one of the TV programmes that the students suggested at the beginning of the lesson  
and elicit from students a definition of the programme, as well as the people involved in it: 
 
Programme type Definition People involved  
Comedy  A programme that's funny, 

that makes us laugh. 
comedians, actors  

Sports   
News   
Drama   
 
Then use worksheet 3 to focus on some other programme types. 
 
 
K  Check answers  
If an answer is wrong, ask other students to try to elicit the correct answer (see worksheet 
3 and answer key). 
 
 
L  Follow-up activity: Speaking 
Ask students to think back to the beginning of the lesson when they talked about their 
favourite kinds of TV programmes. Tell them they are going to be TV bosses and are 
going to decide on a 24 hour TV menu that offers viewing for all the family.  
 
If you have brought in a TV listings, look at it with the students and elicit what makes a 
good schedule (for example, it has a big a variety of programmes, it appeals to the largest 
number of people as possible, children's shows are on during the day and the early evening 
etc.).  
 
Put the students into small groups and get them to work together to decide on a name for 
their channel, as well as what kind programmes they will be showing during the 24 hour 
period.   
 
Give them 8 or 10 minutes to brainstorm their ideas and about 2 – 3 minutes to write up 
their schedule.  
 
Circulate, while they are working, giving help with grammar and spelling, if necessary.   
 
 
M  Feedback 
If possible, display the schedules round the room and ask the students to look at them and 
decide which one they think offers the best mix of programmes. Give praise for correct 
language, and give feedback on incorrect language. You could write some example  
phrases or sentences on the board and elicit from students which ones are correct and 
which ones are wrong and why. 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 
 

 
 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

Are the following sentences true or false? 

1.  Representatives from the writers' union and the TV studios had a long, 
unsuccessful meeting before the writers decided to go on strike.  

T/F 

2.  Workers in the writers' union will try to stop other Hollywood writers 
going to work. 

T/F 

3.  The writers' union wants more money for its members. T/F 

4.  Chat shows will not be affected by the strike. T/F 

5.  The TV studios might have to play old programmes again and again if 
the strike goes on for a long time. 

T/F 

6.  The strike will affect a small number of studios in Hollywood only. T/F 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 2 
 

 
VOCABULARY 
Match these words and phrases to their definitions. 
 
 

1.  studio negotiators A. 

when workers refuse to go to their usual place of 
work because as a group (in a union) they have a 
disagreement with the management about pay or 
conditions 

2.  strike B 
have more than one obvious consequence. A ripple 
effect happens when one incident produces effects 
which spread and produce further effects, etc. 

3.  picket lines C. 
TV programmes where a host interviews celebrities 
(in the US, chat shows also usually begin with the 
host telling some up-to-date or topical jokes) 

4.  the Writers' Guild D. the official workers' union for writers in the USA 

5.  the first casualties E. very badly affected 

6.  chat shows F. goes on for a long time and is inconvenient, boring 
or unpleasant 

7.  drags on G. 
people who work for TV companies and who try to 
reach an agreement between the two sides in this 
dispute 

8.  repeats H. the people or things (here, TV programmes) that 
will be badly affected first 

9.  to have a ripple 
effect I. programmes that are broadcast more than once on 

TV 

10. hit hard J. 
a group of workers who protest outside a building to 
stop other workers from going inside, usually during 
a strike 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3  

 
 
VOCABULARY – TV programmes 
 
Match these definitions and the people involved with the programme types: 
 
Definitions:   
(A) A fictional story  
 
(B) A non-fiction (factual) programme that looks in-depth at a serious news story or issue 
 
(C) A programme where famous people are interviewed in depth  
 
(D) A programme about sports 
 
(E) A programme about what's happening in the world today in politics, sports and the   
 economy etc.  
 
(F) A fictional story that is broadcast regularly, based around a group of characters in a 
 particular situation (a hospital, a business, a restaurant etc.) 
 
(G) A programme which follows ordinary members of the public doing everyday, ordinary 
 tasks  
 
(H) A programme that's funny, that makes us laugh. 
 
(I) A competition where individuals or teams answer questions  
 
(J)  programme with musical acts performing live or on video 
 
 
People:    
reporters          guests           newsreaders 
 
presenter contestants        bands 
 
actors           singers         interviewers 
 
commentators        hosts 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3  
 

 
VOCABULARY – TV programmes 
 
Programme type Definition People involved  
 
Comedy  
 

 
(H)   

 
comedians, actors  

 
Sports 
 

 
 

 

 
Chat show 
 

  

 
Drama 
 

  

 
Quiz show 
 

  

 
Reality TV 
 

  

 
Soap opera 
 

  

 
Documentary 
 

  

 
Music show 
 

  

 
News 
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ANSWER KEY 
 

 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 
 
1. True – Paragraph 1 says, 'After talking with studio negotiators for almost twelve hours, 

union officials said no settlement had been reached and the strike would go ahead'. 
 
2. True – Paragraph 1 says, 'Picket lines will be set up outside all the main Hollywood 

studios'. 
 
3. True – Paragraph 2says, 'The Writer's Guild is demanding a greater share of the profits 

from TV shows sold on DVD'. 
 
4. False – Paragraph 3says,  'In the United States the first casualties are likely to be the late 

night chat shows'. 
 
5. True – Paragraph 3says, '…if the dispute drags on they're likely to show more repeats'. 
 
6. False – Paragraph 4says, 'The strike is expected to have a ripple effect throughout Los 

Angeles'. 
 
 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 2  
 
1. G    2. A    3. J    4. D    5. H  
6. C       7. F    8. I    9. B     10. E 
  
 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 3 
 
Programme type Definition People involved  
Comedy  (H) comedians, actors  
Sports (D)  reporters, commentators 
Chat show (C) interviewers, guests 
Drama (A) actors 
Quiz show (I) hosts, contestants 
Reality TV (G) contestants 
Soap opera (F) actors 
Documentary (B) reporters 
Music show (J) hosts, bands, singers 
News (E) newsreaders, reporters 
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